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Portable and 
battery powered 
for ‘go-anywhere’ 
monitoring

Hand-held condition monitor 

provides a visual comparison 

between new and used oils

Parker’s Oilcheck is completely 

portable and battery powered with 

a numerical display that indicates 

positive or negative increase in 

dielectrics. Oilcheck gives an early 

warning of impending engine failure 

and the simplistic hand-held design 

makes it easy to use.

Product Features:

comparison between new and used oils.

such time that a re-calibration is required by the user.

dielectrics.

Oilcheck

Contact Information:

Parker Hannifin 

Hydraulic Filter Division Europe

European Product

Information Centre

Freephone: 00800 27 27 5374

(from AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, EE, ES, 

FI, FR, IE, IT, PT, SE, SK, UK)

filtrationinfo@parker.com

www.parker.com/hfde

Oilcheck shown 

with optional 
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Oilcheck

Typical Applications

 Fleet owners

 Vehicle service garages

 Plant hire maintenance

measurements obtained from used and unused 

oils of the same brand.

the Oilcheck will give the engineer warning of an 

impending engine failure and promote increased 

engine life. Oilcheck is the low-cost solution that 

money and time.

Features & Benefits Using Oilcheck

 

engine failure.

 

and help increase engine life.

mechanics.

increase in dielectrics.

Following the simple sampling procedure. Parker’s 

Oilcheck will ensure effective and highly repeatable 

results. Once a clean oil sample has been placed in 

Once cleaned out with a degreaser and replaced by 

the green/amber/red efficiency scale.
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Specification

Case construction:

Circuitry:

Battery:
1 x 9V alkaline (supplied).

Display:

Suitable oil types:

Repeatability:

Readout:

Battery lifetime:

Dimensions:

Weight:
0.4kg.

Memory capacity:
Remembers the last calibration.

Ordering Information

Installation Details
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Using Oilcheck

and time consuming laboratory analysis of 

gearboxes and bearing lubrication systems.  

lubricating properties in the oil with a repeat 

oil condition brought about by the ingress of 

content and oxidation.

numerical value

Function 

buttons

Product number

OLK605

OLK611

Description

Oilcheck kit with numerical readout

Oilcheck cleaner

Standard products table


